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SAFE Mentoring SurveySAFE Mentoring SurveySAFE Mentoring Survey SAFE Mentoring Survey 
ResultsResults

Presented at SAFE Annual MeetingPresented at SAFE Annual Meeting
J l 29 2010J l 29 2010July 29, 2010July 29, 2010

AirVentureAirVenture, Oshkosh, WI, Oshkosh, WI
In In cooperation with Hampton cooperation with Hampton UniversityUniversity

Comments from the Survey:Comments from the Survey:
“The trouble with aviation is you don't know what “The trouble with aviation is you don't know what 

you don't know so how can you ask the question? you don't know so how can you ask the question? 
A I h d i i ti IA I h d i i ti IAs I have moved up in my aviation career, …. I As I have moved up in my aviation career, …. I 

wonder how did I ever survive not knowing this wonder how did I ever survive not knowing this 
information that had always been out there but wasn't information that had always been out there but wasn't 
necessarily written in books or taught at an earlier part of necessarily written in books or taught at an earlier part of 
my career?”my career?”

“The main thing I was (and still am) looking for is an “The main thing I was (and still am) looking for is an 
instructor who I could talk to about the tough questions instructor who I could talk to about the tough questions 
about students and training. …. I need the kind of stuff about students and training. …. I need the kind of stuff 
that you can't read in a book...which could (only?) be that you can't read in a book...which could (only?) be 
provided through interacting with other CFIs who have provided through interacting with other CFIs who have 
similar goals.”similar goals.”
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Why Have a Mentoring Program Why Have a Mentoring Program 

Comment: “Comment: “Great philosophy Great philosophy -- improving safety through improving safety through 
improved education of flight instructorsimproved education of flight instructors””improved education of flight instructorsimproved education of flight instructors

SAFE founders believe an important mission and benefit SAFE founders believe an important mission and benefit 
of SAFE is to provide a mentoring program to its of SAFE is to provide a mentoring program to its 
members (not just CFI’s)members (not just CFI’s)

The survey was developed to learn the desires and The survey was developed to learn the desires and 
d f i ti d t di t id f i ti d t di t ineeds of aviation educators regarding a mentoring needs of aviation educators regarding a mentoring 

programprogram

Next step is use the results to design the programNext step is use the results to design the program

Who Participated in the Who Participated in the 
SurveySurvey

Kicked off at SunKicked off at Sun--nn--Fun as a paper surveyFun as a paper survey
Emails requesting educators take the onEmails requesting educators take the on--linelineEmails requesting educators take the onEmails requesting educators take the on--line line 
survey sent to survey sent to 

SAFE membersSAFE members
Cessna Pilot CentersCessna Pilot Centers
University Aviation Association university University Aviation Association university 
membersmembers
National Coalition for Aviation EducationNational Coalition for Aviation EducationNational Coalition for Aviation EducationNational Coalition for Aviation Education
Various Associations of Flight InstructorsVarious Associations of Flight Instructors
OthersOthers
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Who RespondedWho Responded

281 Responded by June 21, 2010281 Responded by June 21, 2010

Examples of ‘Other’ includes: healthcare, military, safety, CAP, Boy Scout, 
and professional trainer 

Many more Many more 
interested ininterested ininterested in interested in 
being being 
mentors than mentors than 
being being 
menteesmentees
Interaction Interaction 
between thebetween thebetween the between the 
answers to answers to 
these two these two 
questionsquestions
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Have you ever participated in a Have you ever participated in a 
mentoring program?mentoring program?

48% said YES.  Of this group, 48% said YES.  Of this group, 

Comment: “Comment: “I enjoyed a guiding hand while I was moving I enjoyed a guiding hand while I was moving 
up to Commercial Pilot. All that was requested of me up to Commercial Pilot. All that was requested of me 
was to provide the same to someone later "down the was to provide the same to someone later "down the 
lineline".".

Percent of Respondents who said Yes

Top Ten Areas in which Respondents Top Ten Areas in which Respondents 
would be Interested in Receiving or would be Interested in Receiving or 

Providing Mentoring:Providing Mentoring:
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<1 yr 1-5 yr 5-10 yr 10-15 15-
20

>20

Pilot Training: General 1 1 1 1 1 1

PT: Student Issues 4 4 4 4 4 2

Cognitive skills 2 6 2 3 3 5

C ti f t lt 3 7 6 2 2 3Creating a safety-culture 3 7 6 2 2 3

Pilot Training: Advanced pilot 5 3 3 8 6 7

Regs for pilots 7 5 9 7 7 4

Technical knowledge 6 2 7 5 8 8

Recurrency review & training 8 8 8 6 6

Modern teaching theories 9 9 5 10 5

Business: Safe and profitable 10 9 9 9Business: Safe and profitable 
flight training

10 9 9 9

Youth Aviation outreach 
programs

10

Career advancement in education 10

Career advancement as a pilot 10

Business: Operating an aviation 
business 

10

Communication Preference Communication Preference 

The same results for all levels of experienceThe same results for all levels of experience
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I would be more likely to participate if I would be more likely to participate if 
the program was …  the program was …  

Trend is the same across experience levelsTrend is the same across experience levels
Consistent with answers to question about recognitionConsistent with answers to question about recognition

A Mentoring Program Should be A Mentoring Program Should be 
Focused …Focused …

The 1The 1--10 years experience group was flip10 years experience group was flip--flopped on flopped on 
which was #1 and #2 (2% difference)which was #1 and #2 (2% difference)
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Which would be preferred?Which would be preferred?

How long should a mentoring How long should a mentoring 
relationship last?relationship last?

Percent of Respondents within the group
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Some Comments Regarding Some Comments Regarding 
Characteristics of a Mentoring Characteristics of a Mentoring 

Program  Program  
“A mentoring program is only as good as the people“A mentoring program is only as good as the peopleA mentoring program is only as good as the people A mentoring program is only as good as the people 
involved, their motivations and the relationships they involved, their motivations and the relationships they 
develop. Any program needs to focus on finding ways to develop. Any program needs to focus on finding ways to 
give the participants enough social opportunities to meet give the participants enough social opportunities to meet 
and find each other so that the right matches can happen. and find each other so that the right matches can happen. 
Then the program needs to provide whatever support the Then the program needs to provide whatever support the 
individuals need.” individuals need.” 

““I believe a mentor program needs to be I believe a mentor program needs to be flexibleflexible.” .” 

“the mentoring relationship is an “the mentoring relationship is an informalinformal one in which both one in which both 
parties feel comfortable discussing a myriad of issues.”parties feel comfortable discussing a myriad of issues.”

More Comments Regarding More Comments Regarding 
CharacteristicsCharacteristics

“There has to be a “There has to be a mutual respectmutual respect and dependence on and dependence on e e as to be ae e as to be a utua espectutua espect a d depe de ce oa d depe de ce o
each other.”each other.”

“I hope it will “I hope it will not be burdensomenot be burdensome to either the mentor or to either the mentor or 
the mentee.  The program needs to be the mentee.  The program needs to be practical and practical and 
easy to accesseasy to access.” .” 

“It seems a … more personalized  program of “It seems a … more personalized  program of continuing continuing p p gp p g gg
educationeducation-- something like  guided recurrent training”something like  guided recurrent training”

“I would like to see specific goals the option/availability to “I would like to see specific goals the option/availability to 
personalize for the person and/or situation (aka elective personalize for the person and/or situation (aka elective 
credits are required but come from a credits are required but come from a laundry list of laundry list of 
optionsoptions)”)”
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Fees to ParticipateFees to Participate

Training for MentorsTraining for Mentors
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How should mentors be How should mentors be 
compensated? compensated? 

Results can add to more than 100% because Results can add to more than 100% because 
multiple answers were allowedmultiple answers were allowed

“Other” ways to compensate “Other” ways to compensate 
mentors include: mentors include: 

Continuing Ed credits, Continuing Ed credits, 
bonus or tips/gift from bonus or tips/gift from 

tt

I would do it for the joy of I would do it for the joy of 
passing on experiencepassing on experience
S f th " t "S f th " t "mentee, mentee, 

none needednone needed
license renewal credit, license renewal credit, 
FAA bonuses, FAA bonuses, 
AAAE AccreditationAAAE Accreditation
Vendor support beyond just Vendor support beyond just 

Success of the "mentee"Success of the "mentee"
designation “Approved designation “Approved 
SAFE Mentor”, SAFE Mentor”, 
Wings credit, Wings credit, 
MCFI creditMCFI credit
ataboyataboy and by whom?and by whom?

discountsdiscounts
Commission from mentee's Commission from mentee's 
salessales

It depends on the services It depends on the services 
and structure of programand structure of program
FAA should pay for FAA should pay for 
experienced mentorsexperienced mentors
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How should mentors be How should mentors be 
compensated? Commentscompensated? Comments
““Volunteer, which means "quid pro quo" or professional , q p q p
courtesy”

“Cash, cold hard cash,  I need to eat you know and this 
is a job.  Shouldn’t I be paid well to help train my 
competition?” 

“anything to get participation, but not enough to make y g g p p , g
them do it as source of income”

“If general aviation is going to grow/stay alive, pilots and 
the aviation industry will have to give their time and 
resources for free.”

How Should Mentees be Recognized?How Should Mentees be Recognized?
Comment: “Comment: “Definitely Definitely needed so schools put value needed so schools put value 
on them.on them.””

Percent of Respondents within the group

Results can add to more than 100% because multiple answers were allowedResults can add to more than 100% because multiple answers were allowed
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“Other” ways to Recognize  “Other” ways to Recognize  
Mentees include: Mentees include: 

WingsWings--type credits, Certificate renewaltype credits, Certificate renewal

P l d k ti t i lP l d k ti t i lPress release and marketing materialsPress release and marketing materials

SAFE/FAA Program Training Completion CertificateSAFE/FAA Program Training Completion Certificate

Equipment (Equipment (e.ge.g. GPS or Satellite WX . GPS or Satellite WX unitsunits))

Letter of Confidence to their Insurance CarrierLetter of Confidence to their Insurance Carrier

Insurance discountInsurance discount

Levels of Certified SAFE InstructorLevels of Certified SAFE Instructor

log book entrylog book entry

Need to provide something that demonstrates commitment Need to provide something that demonstrates commitment 
and qualifications toward becoming a mentorand qualifications toward becoming a mentor

Some General CommentsSome General Comments
“I'd be happy to help develop a mentoring program.”“I'd be happy to help develop a mentoring program.”

“H t t b t l i t t d i“H t t b t l i t t d i“Happy to serve as a mentor, but also interested in “Happy to serve as a mentor, but also interested in 
being a mentee.”being a mentee.”

“I believe a mentoring program is absolutely essential “I believe a mentoring program is absolutely essential 
for new instructors, especially independent or sole for new instructors, especially independent or sole 
FBO instructors.”FBO instructors.”

“This would also be an excellent idea for instructors“This would also be an excellent idea for instructorsThis would also be an excellent idea for instructors This would also be an excellent idea for instructors 
who have been away from aviation for a while and who have been away from aviation for a while and 
want to get back into teaching.”  want to get back into teaching.”  
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More General CommentsMore General Comments
“Offer students a sound reason for accessing a “Offer students a sound reason for accessing a 
mentor ”mentor ”mentor.mentor.

“FAA "buy“FAA "buy--in" will be a major factor in inducing in" will be a major factor in inducing 
mentees and other than the most committed mentors mentees and other than the most committed mentors 
to join the program.”to join the program.”

“There are already enough programs.”“There are already enough programs.”

“Great first start! As an industry we should be pro“Great first start! As an industry we should be pro--
active in advancing our profession and not be content active in advancing our profession and not be content 
with FAA minimum standards.” with FAA minimum standards.” 

“Good idea.”“Good idea.”

More CommentsMore Comments
“Ideally, we could get components of the program “Ideally, we could get components of the program 
included as part of FIRCS or as a replacement for theincluded as part of FIRCS or as a replacement for theincluded as part of FIRCS or as a replacement for the included as part of FIRCS or as a replacement for the 
current FAA CFI Modules.”current FAA CFI Modules.”

“I think the mentoring program is an excellent idea.”  “I think the mentoring program is an excellent idea.”  

“I have mentored frequently for a long time, with “I have mentored frequently for a long time, with 
excellent results!”excellent results!”

“I'm a helicopter CFI. Need for mentoring is acute in “I'm a helicopter CFI. Need for mentoring is acute in 
this area”this area”

“Thank You!”“Thank You!”
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CONCLUSIONS:CONCLUSIONS:

StructureStructure
Program needs to be structured, yet flexibleProgram needs to be structured, yet flexible

Flexible in timeFlexible in timeFlexible in timeFlexible in time

Flexible in topicsFlexible in topics

Select from a shopping list of modulesSelect from a shopping list of modules

Let the focus meet mentees needsLet the focus meet mentees needs

Map modules into FIRC requirementsMap modules into FIRC requirements

Needs to be structured with online, email and in Needs to be structured with online, email and in 
person so its “easy to access”person so its “easy to access”
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Only with structure will we be able to measure success Only with structure will we be able to measure success 
and say instructors have ‘completed the program’and say instructors have ‘completed the program’and say instructors have completed the programand say instructors have completed the program

The structured portion should last around a year, but The structured portion should last around a year, but 
needs to include an openneeds to include an open--ended callended call--asas--needed needed 
componentcomponent

Needs to be structured so the program can be rolledNeeds to be structured so the program can be rolled--
out in stagesout in stagesout in stagesout in stages

Needs to be structured to dove tail with other existing Needs to be structured to dove tail with other existing 
programsprograms

WINGS, WINGS, FAASTeamsFAASTeams, MCFI, FIRCs, MCFI, FIRCs

Matching Mentors and MenteesMatching Mentors and Mentees

Develop applications for mentor and mentee that Develop applications for mentor and mentee that 
capture the important informationcapture the important informationcapture the important informationcapture the important information

Match on: Match on: 

Interest/knowledge areas, Interest/knowledge areas, 
Geography when ableGeography when able

‘In person’ was #1 preferred method of ‘In person’ was #1 preferred method of commcomm
P ibl b FSDO i ithi USP ibl b FSDO i ithi USPossibly by FSDO regions within USPossibly by FSDO regions within US

Personality, teaching/learning stylePersonality, teaching/learning style
eHarmony.com for aviation instructorseHarmony.com for aviation instructors

Need to be a person or group that oversees the Need to be a person or group that oversees the 
matchingmatching
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Incentives, CompensationIncentives, Compensation

Little interest in paying for mentoring (such as web Little interest in paying for mentoring (such as web 
sites that charge a fee )sites that charge a fee )sites that charge a fee.)sites that charge a fee.)

Administrators need to be volunteersAdministrators need to be volunteers

Mentors need to be volunteersMentors need to be volunteers

Compensation/Recognition/Incentives need to have Compensation/Recognition/Incentives need to have 
value but be of no cost to SAFEvalue but be of no cost to SAFE

Free mentoring material, Discounts, credits, free Free mentoring material, Discounts, credits, free 
training, free stuff, certificationtraining, free stuff, certification

MentorsMentors
Majority said they would be willing to go through Majority said they would be willing to go through 
training to be a mentortraining to be a mentortraining to be a mentor training to be a mentor 

Need to develop a training syllabus and training Need to develop a training syllabus and training 
materialmaterial

Needs to be flexible, onNeeds to be flexible, on--line trainingline training

Programs needs to “not be a burden”Programs needs to “not be a burden”gg

A few hours a month seems reasonable A few hours a month seems reasonable 
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ClosingClosing

Grant from Wolf Aviation Fund through Hampton Grant from Wolf Aviation Fund through Hampton 
University to help with design of the programUniversity to help with design of the program

Learn from and build on other mentoring effortsLearn from and build on other mentoring efforts

Look for a roll out in late FallLook for a roll out in late Fall


